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Annotation. As part of the BPIC 2020 competition, logs describing the travel
processes of employees of a Dutch university (foreign and domestic) were
submitted for analysis. The data was processed using Python and MS SQL
Server DBMS, and then analyzed using specialized software for Process
Mining (Celonis). Based on the results of the analysis, the features of the
process were considered, its shortcomings were identified, and proposals
were made to optimize and eliminate the detected losses.
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1. Introduction
In the work of each organization, dozens, if not hundreds, of different business
processes associated with each direction of its activities can be distinguished.
And each of them is of interest from the point of view of increasing efficiency,
because any deviation or violation inevitably leads to the loss of time, money,

or even a decrease in the assessment of the quality of work or products on the
part of customers or employees. That is why it is so important to conduct their
research - the so-called Process Mining.
As part of BPIC 2020, we are reviewing the travel and employee travel
reimbursement process for Eindhoven University of Technology. Business
travel is common in many organizations, and reimbursement of employee
expenses incurred during the business trip is often a difficult process. The
example we are considering as a whole can be divided into three stages: the
stage of filing an application for a business trip, the stage of filing for
reimbursement of costs incurred for prepayment, and the stage of
reimbursing costs upon completion of the trip. The first and second stages are
allocated only for international travel, as no approval is required for internal
travel.
We will consider the composition of the initial data, analyze the process and
identify deviations, also, in addition to researching the initial data through
Process Mining, we will explore additional possibilities for processing and
analyzing them in other ways in order to obtain information on the
effectiveness of different approaches to the task of optimizing the company's
processes.

2. Description of the data. Data anomalies.
2.1. Data Description.
This project looks at a set of travel data provided to university staff.
All files contain a number of columns containing uniform information such as:







Id - unique ID of the stage of the process
org: role - position of the employee responsible for the stage
org: resource - the stage is performed by a person, or automatically
time: timestamp - time of passing the stage
case: concept: name - unique process ID
concept: name - name of the stage of the process

The DomesticDeclarations.xes file contains information on domestic travel
claims and describes 10,500 processes with a total of 56,437 unique records.
In addition to common columns, the file contains the following unique values:





case:id – duplicate column of case:concept:name
case:BudgetNumber – Budget ID
case:DeclarationNumber – Application ID
case:Amount – the amount for which the application is made

The InternationalDeclarations.xes file contains information about requests for
compensation for international travel. The file contains a description of 6449
processes, for a total of 72152 lines. In this data, the following additional
columns can be emphasized:
 case: Amount, case: OriginalAmount, case: RequestedAmount contain the same amounts, presumably stated in advance

 case: AdjustedAmount - also contains amounts, which, however, may
differ from the amounts in other columns (presumably, amounts after
adjustment)
 case: Permit RequestedBudget - a column containing the amount
specified in the travel request. In most cases does not match the actual
amount. Deviations can be either upward or downward
 case: Permit travel permit number - ID of the business trip permit
 a case: DeclarationNumber, a case: Permit TaskNumber, a case:
Permit BudgetNumber, a case: Permit ProjectNumber, a case: Permit
OrganizationalEntity, contains the additional ID numbers concealing the
original data.
File RequestForPayment.xes contains information on non- travel
reimbursement processes. The file contains 36797 records describing 6886
different processes. Additional columns include the following:




case: RequestedAmount - contains information about the requested
amount of compensation
case: RfpNumber, case: Rfp_id - compensation request ID and
request number
case: Activity, case: OrganizationalEntity, case: Project, case: Task additional identifiers of anonymized data.

File PrepaidTravelCost.xes contains information about the payment of
expenses related to the purchase of tickets, made before the trip. It contains
18247 lines, and 2099 different processes. The following columns are of
interest:
 case: RequestedAmount - contains information about the requested
amount of compensation
 case: Permit RequestedBudget in most cases, it does not match the
requested amount, deviations can be both upward and downward.
 case: Activity, case: OrganizationalEntity, case: Permit
ActivityNumber, case: Permit OrganizationalEntity, case: Permit
TaskNumber... - additional IDs of masked parameters.
In the PermitLog.xes contains information about requests for approval of
international travel, a total of 86,582 events describing 7065 processes. The
data contains links to other claims (in particular, claims for reimbursement of
international travel expenses), in particular:







case: DeclarationNumber _0... case: DeclarationNumber_16 indicate
a reference to the travel expense claim ID
case: Overspent - flag indicating that the declared expenses
correspond to the real ones
case: OverspentAmount - the amount by which the real amount of
expenses differs from the declared one
case: RequestedAmount _0... case: RequestedAmount_16 - the
amount of the requested compensation upon the fact of travel
expenses
case: RequestedBudget - the requested budget when applying for a
travel approval




case: TotalDeclared - the total amount of expenses incurred for the
business trip
case: dec _id _ #, case: Task _ #, case: Rfp_id _ #, case: RfpNumber _ #,
case: Activity_ #, case: Cost Type_ # - additional identifiers for
anonymized data.

2.1. Identifying log anomalies
The primary task that needs to be solved is the analysis of the initial data for
various errors that can interfere with further data analysis. These errors can
be detected by first acquaintance with the provided data and studying it in
order to understand the structure.
The analysis revealed the following:
In DomesticDeclarations
 The org: role column, which stores the position of the
employee responsible for the stage, contains the MISSING
values. Such values are anomalies.
 In InternationalDeclarations
 The org: role column also contains MISSING values. This can
be attributed to a log anomaly.
 The column case: Permit travel permit number contains
UNKNOWN values, which means that there is no travel
permit ID.
 case: Permit TaskNumber and case: BudgetNumber, storing
additional IDs that hide the original data, also contain
UNKNOWN values, which can be attributed to log anomalies

 In PermitLog
 As in the previous cases, MISSING values are present in org:
role, which is an anomaly
 In the columns of a case: projectNumber, a case:
taskNumber are UNKNOWN values. This is an anomaly
 There is a large number of duplicate columns (case:
RequestedAmount _, case: dec_id _, case: Activity, etc.),
which also contain empty values. This can definitely be
attributed to log anomalies
 In PrepaidTravelCost
 In the columns case: Permit travel permit number, case:
Task, case: Activity, case: Permit TaskNumber, case: Permit
BudgetNumber, case: Permit ProjectNumber, case: Project,
case: Permit OrganizationalEntity, case: Permit
ActivityNumber contain UNKNOWN values which is a log
anomaly.
 In RequestForPayment
 As with all the previous ones, there are MISSING values in
org: role. This can be considered an anomaly.

3. About the writing of the process.
One of the disadvantages of the process is the large number of events reflected
in the logs. Various chains of events go through stages that may not be
repeated from application to application. As you can see in the diagram below,
more than half of the stages occur in less than 300 chains of events, which is
less than 3% of the total number of requests.

Fig. 1. Event rate diagram

To optimize the process, you should formalize it by removing events that
rarely appear in the process. This will shorten the time it takes to go through
all the steps and reduce the amount of organizational resources required for
the process.
In order to investigate the process for anomalies, it is necessary to form a
sequence of events, which we will take as the main one.
Let us take the model with the highest transmission frequency, covering 55%
of the chains of events, as the “ideal process”.

Fig. 2. The "ideal" process model

Next, let's see the deviations from this model.
The most common reason for deviating from this model is an incomplete chain
of events. It accounts for 11% of deviations.
If we consider the graph of all chains of events that fit this deviation, we will
see the following picture:

Fig. 3. Chain of events

As you can see from the graph, part of the chains of events ends at the stage of
reminding the user to send a declaration. This means that employees in this
case do not submit the required documents. Obviously, additional work with
staff is required to eliminate such cases.
Next, consider the Permit REJECTED by EMPLOYEE event. It is involved in 5%
of event chains. In 80% of cases, this event follows one of the following events:
Permit REJECTED by ADMINISTRATION, Permit REJECTED by SUPERVISOR,
and then a new application is submitted.

Fig. 4. Permit REJECTED by EMPLOYEE event

Since the events Permit REJECTED by EMPLOYEE and Permit SUBMITTED by
EMPLOYEE are closely correlated with each other, it is possible to simplify the
model by removing unnecessary steps. For example, you can add the option to

add a comment about the need to close an old request without when creating
a new request without making it a separate stage.
Similarly, you can consider the Request For Payment REJECTED by EMPLOYEE
event.

Fig. 5. Events Permit REJECTED by EMPLOYEE and Permit SUBMITTED by
EMPLOYEE

Since the events are correlated with each other, the model can be simplified at
this stage.
And the third event from the same group is Declaration REJECTED by
EMPLOYEE.

Fig. 6. Declaration REJECTED by EMPLOYEE Event

We see a correlation between this event and Declaration SUBMITTED by
EMPLOYEE.
This means that it is worth considering reducing the number of steps in the
model. Since the events of rejection by an employee of a declaration, a request
for payment, or a request for a business trip generally follow the rejection of
higher authorities, it may be necessary to remove the rejection step by the
employee and make the decision of the higher authority as final.
From the point of view of the logic of the application process, all permits must
be issued before the person travels. However, in 14% of cases, we see noncompliance with this order.

Fig. 7. Violation of order

To eliminate this discrepancy, a more thorough check of documents is
required before sending an employee on a business trip, or a more formalized
process.

4. Answers to questions from the organizers of the
competition.
What is the throughput of a travel declaration from filing (or closing) to
payment?
- The throughput is 8 applications per day.

Is there a difference in throughput between national and international
travel?
- There is a difference, the declaration for an international trip is processed a
little longer than for the country.
Are there differences between ad groups such as cost centers /
departments / projects, etc.?
- Differences exist, since some groups travel a longer path along the graph.

What is the throughput at each stage of the process, that is, submission,
evaluation by different responsible roles and payment?
- On average, 8 cases reviewed per day.

Where are the bottlenecks in the travel process?
- The following steps are bottlenecks^ the employee submits the application,
the transfer of the administration application to the budget holders, the start

and end of the trip, as well as the request for payment and the acceptance or
rejection of applications by the administration, the applicant or further steps
(for example, the budget owner).

There are also anomalies (on the previous screen, the last 4 bottlenecks).
Where are the bottlenecks in the travel authorization process (note that
there may be multiple payment requests and authorization
declarations)?
After the application they may be rejected. But there are cases when the same
application can be rejected several times.

After the supervisor approves the travel request, some employees decide to
withdraw their travel requests for whatever reasons.

How many travel declarations are rejected at various stages of
processing, and how many are never approved?
- During the whole process only 1 application was rejected and 2 were not
processed.
1) Rejected by the administration.
2) Waiting for reading the reminder to submit a declaration at the end of the
trip
3) Waiting for the employee to act after sending him a reminder.
How many travel applications are booked for projects?
- 3% of all applications are reservations for projects.

How many ad fixes have been made?
- 18% of chains of events are ad revisions.

Are there double payments?
- 3% of event chains are double payments.

Are there any declarations that were not preceded by an approved
travel permit? Or are there even declarations for which there is no
permission?
- Since the employee lost his travel permit, but received a travel document.
Later the employee received travel allowances without documents.

How many travel declarations does the traveler submit and how many
to the authorized person?
- On average 5.5k is signed by the traveler and about 300 is signed by an
authorized person.
How many travel declarations were rejected in the first place because
they are submitted more than 2 months after the end of the trip and
then resubmitted?
- Less than 1% of events are re-considered after a time.

Does it differ between departments?
- In some departments, the process proceeds slightly differently. Here are
examples of different departments that handle the secondment procedure
differently.

- The logic of requests for permission “permitions” and requests for payment
is often the same, later the processes may differ depending on the department.
How many road declarations are not approved by public sector
employees on time (7 days) and then automatically redirected to
managers?
- 38% of applications were not approved within 7 days and forwarded to the
manager.

5. Alternative methods
Baseline data for analysis, the dataframe, obtained by combining the original
data from all the source tables.
Let's carry out an enlarged analysis of the initial data. To do this, using the
Celonis AS, we will identify the enlarged stages of the business trip process permit, trip, declaration, payment. Let us consider the similarity of events in

each process by stages in order to confirm the hypothesis about the similarity
of events that move to the next stage and those events that do not.
The graph that explains ~ 82% of events and ~ 62% of the bonds:
To build the graph, a limited amount of event data
is used - this is the event id (unique event
identifier), concept name (event name), time
timestamp (time when the event occurred). Also,
when analyzing the graph, which reflects actual
communication, it should be noted that the
events of the business process are filled in the
information system after an arbitrary time.
Process Mining gives a distorted picture of the
situation.
Having carried out the initial analysis of the data
in pandas, it can be revealed that there are 86 581
unique events by id, of which 83 922 are unique.
Non-unique events occur due to different
amounts in the "case Amount" column

Because these are expenses that occurred within the framework of one event,
it is possible, without loss of information, to reduce the number of lines by
summing these costs. We will also carry out the "enrichment" of the data - we
will supplement the dates with the year, month, day of the week and a binary
indicator - day off / weekday. Based on the data in the " case
OverspentAmount " column, add 0/1 - cost overruns / costs in the budget.
After processing and enrichment, we additionally conduct a LabelEncoder of
non-numerical data, which will allow us to further train the models.
Final dataframe:

Let's analyze the aggregated data obtained and count the number of events in
the concept name field. The analysis shows that at least all the trips ended
successfully: the number of Start trip = End trip, while the number of requests
for the Request Payment is less than the number of Payment Handled. It can
also be concluded that the overall system is working efficiently: the number of
failures for various reasons at the Declaration, Request and Permit stages
decreases with the growth of the coordinator's position - the maximum
number is from EMPLOYEE, then ADMINISTRATION, BUDGET OWNER and
SUPERVISOR. Moreover, there are events rejected by DIRECTOR, which can be
estimated as a process anomaly.
In total, we have 7,061 unique case ids, i.e. each case is a sequence of events
ordered in time (the number of events inside each case is from 3 to 90). We
set one of the tasks to predict the duration of the case based on what events
are included in it, while it is not advisable to estimate the duration of an
individual event, because the event is meaningful only within the framework
of the case and is not interesting in itself, and it makes sense to add a sign to
each event, the total duration of the case. We will also add a binary variable
for the presence in the case of the " Payment Handled " event, which indicates
the end of the case. These variables "unixtime_y" and "have_end" will be the
target of the forecast.
To take into account the order of the sequence of events in the case relative to
each other, we consider the case as an analogy of a phrase. The words will
represent events. In order to reduce the uniqueness of words, we will divide
the real variables of the case "RequestedBudget", "case OverspentAmount",
"case Amount " type, as well as the date variable converted to the UNIX time
format "unixtime" into periods using pd.cut. We will set the number of periods
equal to ~ 10% of the number of variables. To take into account the order of
events inside the case, the values of the obtained periods of the "unixtime"
variable are used. Each event will be characterized by the value of the sets of
variables and the period of the "unixtime" variable in which this set falls.

Let's form a train / test set for training the model. To do this, we will exclude
the events where "concept name "is equal to" Payment Handled " from the
dataset. We will form a "proposal" for each case from "words", which we will
form as the value of the event variables plus the value of the period of the
"unixtime" variable. The resulting dataframe for the classification model:

After TfidfVectorizer vectorization, we split the dataset into train / test
samples and conduct training on the LogisticRegression and LinearSVC
models. The result is:

Next, we will work out a model for predicting the duration of the case - we will
form a dataframe to predict the indicator of the duration of the case:

After TfidfVectorizer vectorization, we split the dataset into train / test
samples and train on the SGDRegressor model. The resulting result with the
mean squared error metric:

In the process of alternative methods of data analysis when solving the
Process Mining problem, pilot estimation methods were implemented using
machine learning methods to predict categorical and real variables.

6. Recommendations and Conclusions.
When considering the composition of the initial data, the process was
analyzed and deviations were identified using Process Mining. Additional

possibilities for processing and analyzing data were studied in order to obtain
information on the effectiveness of different approaches to optimizing the
company's processes.
6.1 In considering how to optimize the process, it was found that removing a
series of events would reduce the time it takes to complete all steps and reduce
the amount of organizational resources required for the process. These events
include reminding users of missing documents, additional actions with old
tickets, and unnecessary approval steps.
To eliminate delays in the process associated with the above reasons, we
recommend to:
- Carry out additional work with the staff to ensure the submission of a
complete package of documents, without the need for additional
reminders.
- Add the technical ability to indicate the need to close the old order when
drawing up a new one without the need to make this action a separate
stage.
-Remove the rejection stage by the employee and make the decision of the
higher authority as final if the application is rejected.
6.2 After analyzing the logic of the application process, it was determined that
all permits must be issued before a person travels. But in some cases this order
is not preserved. In this connection, in order to eliminate this discrepancy, we
propose to conduct a more thorough check of documents before sending an
employee on a business trip or a more formalized process.
During the analysis of the process, an alternative method was tested, the
essence of which was to aggregate and enrich the data. All data from the
source tables were combined into a single dataframe to consider the similarity
of events in each process by stage. A hypothesis was considered about the
similarity of events that move to the next stage and those events that do not.
The task was also set to predict the duration of the case based on what events
are included in it.

